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Bambi (1942)

It may be Walt Disney’s greatest animated achievement. Yet a lot of parents won’t let their
children near it, and the reason - the famously upsetting moment when a hunter’s bullet
kills Bambi’s mother - is why this classic about a deer’s coming of age is a far more indelible

movie for adults than kids. Yes, there are scattered moments of anthropomorphic adorability,
but this is really a primal tale about the great cycle of nature - and, as such, a talking-animal car-
toon cleansed of fantasy. From its stunning opening shot, the film turns the woods into a pas-
toral diorama that glistens with mystery. And the forest-fire climax may be the most powerful
sequence of any Disney cartoon, as the do-or-die setting teaches Bambi to take the place of
those who went before him.

When the Wind Blows (1986)

The Snowman has become a television staple at Christmas, but another Raymond Briggs
adaptation is even better. A lovely mix of animation techniques, with a few live-action
clips interspersed, When the Wind Blows tells the story of Jim and Hilda (voiced by John

Mills and Peggy Ashcroft), two mild-mannered pensioners who are pottering contentedly
around their spick-and-span Sussex cottage when a Soviet nuclear strike lays waste to Britain.
Jim and Hilda keep calm and carry on, but their desperate cheeriness can’t save them from radi-
ation poisoning. A satire that elicits chuckles and sobs simultaneously, When the Wind Blows
pokes affectionate fun at the couple’s well-meaning naivety, but it burns with Briggs’ white-hot
anger at the injustice of nuclear war. A masterpiece - although not one to watch at Christmas. 

This landmark pop art fairy tale starring mod mock-ups of The
Beatles was a one-movie revolution: overnight, mainstream fea-
ture animation - for three decades the province of Disney -

proved that it could go madly psychedelic. Even given a story that’s all
floating surrealist conceits and postmodern puns, there is much for
children to love about the Fab Four’s showdown with the Blue
Meanies. Yet it takes a grown-up audience to savour the full flavour of
Yellow Submarine’s eclectic visual virtuosity, from the Peter Max
dreamscapes of Pepperland to the sounds of Eleanor Rigby accompa-
nying a Liverpool scene that looks like a Warhol silk screen. 

Yellow Submarine (1968)


